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ABSTRACT 

• Analytic expressions are derived for the pressure 

and velocity fields as well as for drag and torque on a 

stationary sphere over which a free stream passes in the 

neighborhood of a free surface. The analysis is for very 

lov; Reynolds Number flow and moderate submergence. The 

method used consists of adding images above the free surface 

and in the body to meet boundary conditions. An integral 

transformation to represent spherical harmonics on a planar 

boundary is utilized. 

The free surface acts to reduce drag on the sphere 

in comparison to a fluid of infinite extent. Surface 

tension is shown to have a minor effect on the drag of the 

sphere. 

vii 



CHAPTER 1 

1.1 Introduction 

In the theory of inviscid, incompressible hydrody

namics a body in steady motion through an unbounded fluid 

experiences no drag force. The absence of drag, which is 

contrary to experimental evidence, is known as D'Alembert's 

paradox. However, if a free surface* is introduced as a 

boundary, waves are created on the surface, and there is a 

drag force. This force on the body is called wave resistance. 

The presence of a free surface alters radically the mathemat

ical description of unbounded fluid motion that is obtained 

from ideal hydrodynamic theory. This is not entirely unex

pected, since it is well known that maintenance of a surface 

wave requires energy and that if a body, which moves under 

the free surface is the sole source of energy, then the 

energy abstracted by the gravity waves must be reflected as 

a drag force on the body. The question then arises: if the 

presence of a free surface alters the pressure pattern on a 

body moving in an inviscid fluid, in what way will the free 

surface affect the contribution of viscosity to body drag in 

low Reynolds Number, incompressible flow? That is, will the 

free surface increase or decrease viscous body drag? In this 

1. A free surface may be thought of as a fluid-gas 
interface where the gas dynamics are negligible. 

1 
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dissertation, an answer to this question is sought for the 

case where the body is a sphere, stationary in a free stream, 

and in the vicinity of a free surface. This formulation of 

the problem is equivalent to a sphere translating uniformly 

in the vicinity of a free surface with the fluid at rest at 

infinity. 

The Navier-Stokes equations which describe fluid 

motion have very few exact solutions. In fact, 1 am unav/are 

of any exact solution for the complete equations of motion 

of the flow over a body in two or three dimensions. To ob

tain a solution , a customary procedure is to make suitable, 

restrictive assumptions and then to solve the limited problem 

with the reduced equations. Often, it is advantageous to 

obtain numerical solutions through digital computational 

techniques. However, the Navier-Stokes equations, coupled 

with boundary conditions, are extremely difficult to solve 

numerically, and insight into parameter dependence is usually 

better with an analytical solution than it is with a numeri

cal one. Therefore, it was decided to attack a problem that 

could be solved analytically when the Navier-Stokes equations 

are simplified by reasonable assumptions. The low Reynolds 

Number regime of flow was felt to be the most promising area 

of investigation. The equations of motion were reduced to 

the case of steady, slow, viscous flow, which is sometimes 

referred to as Stokes flow in deference to the early work of 

Stokes on finding the drag on a sphere which is in uniform,. 



translational motion in an unbounded fluid. Stokes expressed 

the sphere problem in terms of a stream function which, in 

three dimensions, requires the existence of axial symmetry. 

Unfortunately, in the problem posed in this dissertation only 

planar symmetry can be expected. 

The analysis of problems in slow, viscous flow must 

be approached with caution, since certain paradoxes may be 

encountered. An example is the Stokes paradox in two dimen

sions: no solution exists for unbounded flow over a cylinder 

that meets both the no slip condition on the body and the 

free stream condition at infinity. Happel and Brenner(?) 

discuss this and other paradoxes in their book which sum

marizes important developments in slow, viscous hydrodynamics. 

However, with the introduction of a boundary, the paradox may 

disappear. For example, the flow over a cylinder in the vi

cinity of a plane wall when solved by Takaisi(ll) exhibited 

no paradoxical behavior. The paradoxes encountered in slow, 

viscous flow are usually of a mathematical nature. If the 

equations are reduced by one physical assumption or another, 

the usual result is to restrict the validity of the solution 

to a region of space. Boundaries within the valid region are 

capable of vesting a solution, whereas boundaries at infinity 

are not. in the case of the Stokes paradox, one may cite 

the neglect of the inertial terms as the source of difficulty. 

But that does not explain why the same problem in the presence 

of a plane wall has a solution. As an attempt to solve the 



paradox Happel and Brenner (7) on page 4 7 invoked the 

following dimensional arguments! 

Thus, for flow past a circular cylinder of radius a, 
one must deal not with a force on the body as in 
three dimensional flows, but rather with a force 
per unit length on the body, say P. Now in creeping 
flows, where the fluid density /o is not a parameter, 
the only variables on which F can depend are>^ , a, 
and U, But the only dimensionless group that can 
be formed from these variables is . This 
requires that = constant. Such a relation 
is clearly impossible, for it indicates that the 
force per unit length is independent of the size 
of the cylinder If a second surface is present, 
thereby introducing at least one additional char
acteristic length dimension, say b, dimensional 
analysis yields F"= function ( a-/b ), 
which is no longer in conflict with intuition. 

Happel and Brenner go on to state that the attempted 

solution of systems in three dimensions may also lead to 

paradoxes. A cited example is that of slow, viscous flow 

past an infinite row of equally spaced, identical spheres. 

In this instance, no bounded solution exists. 

1.2 Prior Work In Viscous Free Surface Flows 

There has always been interest in the study of free 

surface flows in the application to ship design. The ship 

designerr take a conservative engineering approach and 

calculate the viscous contribution to body drag as if the 

body were moving in an infinite three dimensional fluid, 

and the free surface effects are computed as though there 

were no viscosity. No attempt has been made to determine 

the effect of the presence of a free surface on viscous 

drag, and no compensation is made for the effect of 



viscosity on ideal wave drag. The tacit assumption 

seems to be that these two effects are of equal magnitude 

and tend to cancel each other. 

This dissertation treats one extreme of the Rey

nolds Number range of fluid dynamics. The intent is to 

have an understanding of the effects of viscosity on body 

drag in the vicinity of a free surface for the situation 

where inertial forces are negligible. This then provides 

a basis for future work that would include simplified 

inertial effects. The complete problem including both 

inertial and viscous effects is too complex at this time 

even for numerical solution. The results from this dis

sertation form a cornerstone in the toxal spectrum of 

fluid dynamics in an academic sense rather than an attempt 

to address a specific practical application. 

When the literature of viscous flows in the pres

ence of a free surface is surveyed it becomes evident that 

this is a region of hydrodynamics that has suffered from 

severe neglect for one reason or another. Birkoff (in 3) 

states in a very pessimistic tone that "Indeed the pre

vailing view seems to be that rigorous solution of free 

bounding problems for Stokes flow is impracticable". 

Birkoff continues, "Unfortunately, the literature of 

Stokes flows with free boundaries is very meager....". 

The current literature is meager indeed and can be summa

rized briefly as follows: Garabedian (5) discusses an 



inverse type of problem in two dimensions of finding the 

flow, given the equation of the free surface. Several 

authors, including Wehausen (in 10) and Lamb (9), have 

discussed the damping effect of viscosity on water waves 

but restrict the analysis in the neighborhood of a sub

merged body to ideal, inviscid flow. Cox (2) discusses the 

problem of driving a viscous liquid out of a tube using 

an inviscid fluid, Brenner (in 7) solves the problem of a 

sphere which is approaching a wall normally, and then 

extends his solution to a planar "free surface" at which 

the tangential stresses and velocity normal to the plane 

go to zero, a gross approximation to free surface boundary 

conditions (see Uhapxer 2 ). Brenner's solution is or 

questionable value, since he attacked a problem of unsteady 

flow by techniques applicable only to steady flows. 

Faxen solved the problem of the slow viscous 

translation of a sphere parallel to a wall in his disser

tation at Uppsala University in 1921. Later, he published 

(U) an analysis of the translation of a sphere parallel 

to and equidistant between two walls. By his method 

only the forces on the sphere were obtained by numerical 

integration. The expressions for the velocity and pressure 

distributions in the fluid were in terms of complex double 

integrals. No one has to my knowledge considered the motion 

of a submerged body in the vicinity of a free surface in 

slow, viscous flow. 



1.3 Description of Problem and Method of Solution 

It is desired to determine the forces on the sphere 

and the velocity and pressure fields in the fluid for the 

case of steady, slow, viscous flow over a sphere in the 

vicinity of a free surface. The fluid is assumed to have 

a constant velocity and to be undisturbed at an infinite 

distance from the submerged body. The meaning of terms 

characterizing the flow will be clarified in a quantitative 

sense in the next chapter. 

Tne basic approach I shall use in attacking the 

problem described above is to assume a solution to the 

equations of motion but to leave the coefficients of the 

assumed solution undetermined. Then the solution is 

converted by means of an integral transformation that was 

first developed by Faxen (4) into a form that is particularly 

suited to the application of the free surface boundary 

conditions. An "image" solution is added to the original 

solution to meet the free surface boundary conditions. 

Algebraic relationships between the original and "image" 

solution coefficients are obtained from the free surface 

conditions. The composite image-plus-originally-assumed 

solution, is transformed back to the body centered co

ordinates, and the boundary conditions are met once more 

on the surface of the sphere by use of a truncated series 

expansion of the velocity components at the surface of the 

sphere. To increase the order of approximation in the 
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satisfaction of the boundary conditions on the body, an 

"image" solution is added inside the body. However, the 

new "image" in the body violates the free surface boundary 

conditions; thus, another "image" is added above the free 

surface to compensate for the disturbance in the body. The 

addition of "images" may be repeated successively to obtain 

more accurate solutions. Unfortunately the higher order 

corrections require more and more algebraic manipulation. 

Each successive "image" has a diminished effect 

upon the solution thereby indicating that the iteration 

process appears to converge. 

1,4 Images In Viscous Flow 

The theory of images is well known in inviscid, ideal 

hydrodynamics. Its mathematical basis is the concept of 

superposition of solutions of linear differential equations. 

However, the application of images in viscous flow has not 

been developed to nearly the same extent as in inviscid 

flow. 

In the theory of images the body is generated by 

functions that have singularities within the body and the 

free surface is formed by singularities above the free 

surface in such a fashion that the velocity components 

generated by the body motion are cancelled and replaced 

by components which satisfy the boundary condition on the 

free surface. Such a set of singulatities introduce fluid 
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velocities which destroy the shape of the body. To adjust 

the body, a set of singularities within the body is added 

such that the velocity components due to singularities 

above the free surface are cancelled on the surface of the 

body. The new singularities in the body disturb the free 

surface and the image process may be repeated. Each time 

the magnitude of image terms decreases by a factor of l/y^ 

where ZV\ is the distance between the singularities in the 

body and the singularities above the free surface. 

Let V = velocity induced by singularities 
s within the body in the zeroth order 

solution 

V = velocity induced by singularities in 
the first image solution above the 
free surface 

V" = velocity induced by singularities in the 
body by the second image solution 

V"' = velocity induced by singularities above 
the free surface by the third image 
solution 

~i -v / 
Then V + v = is compelled to satisfy the free surface 

s boundary conditions first and then the 
no slip condition on the body 

if 

VSW + V = is compelled to staisfy the no slip 
condition on the body 

' A /// 
V6 + V+V+V = is compelled to satisfy the free surface 

boundary conditions 



CHAPTER 2 

2.1 Equations of Motion 

The assumptions which underlie the equations of motion 

must be considered so as to understand the value of the re

sults obtained in this study. First, it is assumed that the 

problem is limited to a class of fluids, the dynamics of 

which are governed solely by the Navier-Stokes equations? 

that is, intrinsic fluid properties remain constant, the flow 

is isothermal, and the fluid is homogeneous. The applica

bility of the Navier-Stokes equations implies Newton's hypo

thesis that the viscous shear stress is directly proportional 

to the rate of deformation. Secondly, the flow is assumed to 

be incompressible. In addition to the Navier-Stokes equa

tions the equation of continuity, a statement of the principle 

of conservation of mass, must be included in the set of equ

ations to be solved. 

The governing equations, in vector form, are as fol

lows ! 

» >  

(2) V-(fSO - o 

where V =• U.t-vvj-vi»rlct the velocity at any point in the fluid 
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p = pressure(includes body forces that are derivable 

from a potential, i.e., gravity) 

p - density, assumed constant 

r coefficient of viscosity, assumed constant 

inertial, Cartesian spatial coordinates 

The pressure variation is deduced simply by taking the diver

gence of equation (1). 

(3) = O 

The pressure satisfies Laplace's equation and, hence, 

may be expressed in terms of a sequence of spherical harmon

ics. Note that only incompressibility need be assumed to 

dcduce equation (3) from equation (1)» 

Equation (1) represents three non-linear partial dif

ferential * equations that can be reduced to linear partial 

differential equations through the following mathematical 

argument. 

Let each term in equation (1) be non-dimensionalized 

as follows;^ 

"X- _ u _ *v-
— 2-a > 2.O. ' 2.O. (non-d imens ional 

distance) 

I. ^ Tj-
~ ~ "UT - (non-dimensional 
U. ' - LU ) - ue 

velocity) 

2. Note that the operator "V 
-dimensionalized. 

must also be non 
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p = —— (non-dimensional 
p (° 

pressure) 

where Za. = sphere diameter, used as the reference length 

U,, = fluid speed at infinity 

Substitution of the non-dimensional variables into 

equation (1) coupled with the assumption of steady flow 

yields* 

iX -v v ASL-vvr ^ Vf -v 
rz* v J rzX - \7Z? " 

We divide through by -Pz—** and substitute for the 
Z.CK 

Reynolds Number, Re - /° V~2<x and obtaint 

/ji\ ^ V j. ^ V ^ \l I __ i. c~i 
(*0 u —+ -\T -v -ur - - Vp + - V V 

~ c)o. _o)̂ - S<e - ~ 

In the limit as the Reynolds Number goes to zero, the 

non-linear, convective or "inertial" terms on the left hand 

side of equation (4) tend to become very small and may be 

neglected. Then, the equations of motion, in the original 

dimensional variables, for a non-accelerating body are: 

(5) y* " Vf 

The above equations describe what is referred to as 

Stokes flow or slow; viscous motion. The assumption of very 

small Reynolds Number means that we are dealing with either 

a highly viscous fluid, a slowly translating body, a body 



with a very small diameter, or a combination of these. Solu

tions to equation (5)» in conjunction with the continuity 

equation, describe fluid motion for very small Reynolds Num

bers. However, experimentally the solutions have been veri

fied up to Reynolds Numbers on the order of unity and in some 

cases considerably higher. Happel and Brenner(7) claim that 

"When more than one characteristic dimension enters into a 

given problem, the Reynolds Number may be significantly 

greater than unity without inertial effects being appreciable. 

The added characteristic dimension in the problem posed in 

this dissertation is the depth of submergence. This gives us 

some confidence in the validity of our solution for finite 

but small. Reynolds Numbers. 

Equation (1) has been reduced to a linear equation 

with the result that superposition, which is the key to the 

method of images, is valid. Images, in the sense that they 

are used in this dissertation, may or may not have singular

ities at the same point as the original solution. They are 

selected, as explained in Chapter I, to give additional free

dom to meet boundary conditions. 

Lamb(9), p.596 derives from the general solution to 

equations (5) and (2), the fact that the pressure has to be 

composed of spherical harmonics, ^ . In turn, he relates 

the pressure to the velocities in the following manner. 
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i_ y r r*• n ^ "V . a* 
*-* = ^U. Z_\ 2.(in+l) e)-x (n-nX^+OCZ-fV**) c)->C rtn"*4 J 

-\T = -1-T nJCL2l2 L. \ + v* 
J. (n+*)(Zn-V\)0>\-HS) r*^*» J 

•w = — > J L + V^r _£_ -> . __* 

^ ̂j- *• 2(2n+0 (*-*0U"+>)U*+3) 'r1̂ ' J 

where rx= -x "*"-*• a -̂v » Ul* -\j"*j "ur* are solutions of 

V^U*= O , VV*= O, V-ur*- O respectively and -v - o *>v-

Since U.*, "V*", "W are solutions of Laplace's equation it is 

possible to write them in the following manner. 

tt* - I -*iy) 

4>- ./•. are spherical harmonics of order n. The pressure 

is represented as follows: 

(8) p = Fx 

For flow external to a body, that is, in otherwise 

unbounded flow, the spherical harmonics are restricted to 

zero and negative orders. Spherical harmonics of positive 

order are inadmissible because they diverge with increasing 

distance from the body. 

2.2 Boundary Conditions 

In viscous fluid mechanics it has been observed that 

the fluid particle velocity at a solid boundary is equal to 
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the velocity of the point at the boundary in contact with the 

fluid -particle. This is called the no slip condition at a 

fiolid-li.qu.id boundary. For a body at rest in a free stream 

the boundary condition on the body is: 

u - o 

( 9 )  - r  .  ̂ -vr = o 

w = o 

on surface of sphere, r = 0. 

The boundary conditions at the free surface are more 

complex. The tangential stresses vanish at a free surface 

and the normal stress becomes equal tc the surface tension. 

In these boundary conditions it is assumed that there is a 

gas above the free surface and thai the dynamics of the gas 

have negligible effect on fluid motion. Formally, the boun

dary conditions arise from the requirement of continuity of 

stress at the interface. Similar statements regarding ..the 

free surface boundary conditions may be found in Lanb's(9) 

treatise on hydrodynamics or Holt(8), page 205*where the 

ooundary conditions are expressed in the context of a liquid 

drop problem. 

Figure 1 depicts the orientation of the coordinate 

system ( ) for the steady flow over a s tatic sphere 

of radius, a , submerged at a depth, h , measured from 

undisturbed free surface. is the wave height with re

spect to the undisturbed fluid level. Undisturbed refers to 

the fluid level without the presence of the sphere. 



Figure No. 1 Sphere Beneath Free Surface 



According to Lamt>(9)» page 12, the requirement that 

the normal velocities of fluid and the geometric boundary 

must be equal leads to the following kinematic condition at 

the free surface: 

< » >  =  °  

Lamb(9)» page 57^# gives the tangential and normal stresses 

to the x,y plane in the following form: 

( 1 1 )  V =  +  

+ :3f) 
( 1 2 )  

<13) 
~~ "P "* 

If the assumption of long v/aves ( . ̂ 1- <<. 1 ) 

is made, the boundary conditions are simplified considerably. 

Then, the normal to the free surface is taken to be along the 

z-axis, the tangential stresses are assumed to be parallel to 

the x,y plane and the boundary conditions may be evaluated at 

the level z = K rather than z = ̂  ^ with negligible error. 

The restriction to long waves means that the wave height is 

small or that the presence of the sphere does not alter the 

free surface very much. However, the converse will be shown 

to be false. The free surface has a marked effect on the 

motion of the sphere. 

The long waves assumption implies a submergence re

striction upon the solution. At this time no quantitative 
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limit on the submergence can be determined, but since it is 

known that at a distance of two or three diameters from the 

sphere in the Stokes solution the flow is nearly undisturbed 

it can be inferred that the disturbance created by the body 

at the free surface cannot be very large. 

When the sphere is very close to the surface, so that 

the long wave assumption is not applicable, more complete 

free surface boundary conditions (given in Appendix B for 

reference only) are needed. These equations are complex and 

must be applied on a surface whose shape is unknown. 

Surface tension is defined by Wehausen (in 10) on p. 

537 "to be as followsi 

tut) * T ( k,+ 

where = surface tension stress 

T = surface tension coefficient 

Ki,Rl= principal radii of curvature of the surface 

The principal radii can be obtained easily if we note 

the symmetry of the free surface about the x,z plane(refer to 

Figure 1). 

J ~ iS, _v WOT 3 

* • "  0  +  ( & ) T * ~  ̂  
3lyL * 

i-> s\ _L - "5ft* ~ -v VAOT 

( 

3, HOT stands for higher order terms in the series 
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It will be assumed that Rz is on the order of R, . 

The exact relationship of and R.t is not of great impor

tance in what follows since we will be talking about order of 

magnitude. 

The kinematic condition at the free surface, equation 

(10), can now be simplified to the following approximate 

form: 

(17) -w-= O 

by noting that the flow has been taken to be steady, Ux U,,, 

and that "V -r— is of higher order than the other terms in 

equation (10). Clearly, D" is a velocity at the surface due 

to thie presence of the disturbing body ana -v-1" is the slope 

•of the surface normal to the direction of the main flow. The 

slope was assumed to be small in limiting the boundary to 

long waves, hence, nT—-5= is of higher order than w and H-:—. 

The surface tension may be expressed in terms of 

velocity by substituting the partial derivative of (17) with 

respect to x into (15) and then into (14). The resultant 

expression for surface tension stress is: 

_ 2T 
4 U* J* 

The free surface boundary conditions becomet 

, „ 0. ^ -w _ (18) — + -t— = O 
J ̂  4 y. 

. „ . <)\r , _ 
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(20) -p + = _ JJL 
«*> U«> «)% 

From equation (20), after division by it is observed 

that a dimensionless ratio of is obtained for the 

coefficient of the term that takes into account surface ten

sion. is called the Taylor-Saffman parameter, a ratio 

of the square of the Weber Number to the Reynolds Number. 

The Weber Number, , is a measure of the inertial force 

to the surface tension force ratio. Hence, the Taylor-Saffman 

parameter is an indication of the ratio of viscous to surface 

tension forces. 

The Taylor-Saffman parameter will be used to divide 

the analysis of the problem into two distinct cases. Case 1 

will apply to fluids in which the surface tension dominates 

above viscous stresses at the free surface or where the Taylor 

-Saffman parameter is small. Case 2 will apply to fluids 

where the surface tension is negligible compared to viscous 

stresses at the free surface and consequently the Taylor 

-Saffman parameter is large. In Figure 2 the Taylor-Saffman 

parameter and Reynolds Number are shown for various fluids in 

c.g.s. units. The assumption of slow viscous flow places a 

limit on a.'-U which must be taken into account when drawing 

conclusions from Figure 2. 



FLUID TAYLOR-SAFFIAN 
PARAMETER ptUoo/j 

REYNOLDS NUMBER 
pUooa/// 

BENZENE AT 20°C 2.24 x 10~4 Uoo 1.39 x 1(? Uood 

WATER AT 21°C 1.35 x 10~4 Uoo 1.00 x 1(f Uooa 

OLIVE OIL AT 22°C 2.10 x 10~2 Uoo 1.28 x 10° Uooa 

GLYCERIN AT 20°C 2.35 x 10"'Uoo 6.70 x 10''Uooa 

SYRUP AT 17°C 1.98 x 10°Uoo 8.23 x 10~3Uooa 

Viscosity, density and surface tension with respect to air are 
from Haberman and Morton (6) p. 11 

Figure No. 2 Fluid Properties 
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2.3 Integral Bepresentatlon 

Two types of boundaries are encountered in the con

sideration of the flow past a sphere in the neighborhood of 

a free surface. These boundaries are spherical and almost 

planar, and the choice of suitable coordinates becomes very 

important. Distance measured from the center of the sphere 

is a natural coordinate for application of the no slip con

dition on the surface of the sphere but is unsuitable for 

the specification of a free surface. The general solution 

to the equations of motion obtained in section 2.1 is not 

suitable for computations in the neighborhood of the free 

surface since it is composed of spherical harmonics. The 

problem is that spherical harmonics all contain powers of ~ 

which vary over the free surface. It is necessary therefore 

to transform ~ in such a fashion that the location of the 

free surface is not intimitely connected to the other coordi

nates. Such a transformation is given by Faxen's fundamental 

identity which is shown below. 

where r*" = * i- - /-T 

A proof of the above integral and a complete listing of other 

similar transformations that are used in this dissertation are 

given in Appendix A. A number of the other transformations 

are partial derivatives of (20) with respect to x, y, or z. 

( 2 0 )  e cA.e»C 4(i 
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Image terms which arise from a translation of co

ordinates along the z axis to above the free surface will 

evolve in terms of powers of '/f- where is equal to 

• X * "  - * •  ̂ .  T h e  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  o f  t h e  s p h e r i c a l  

harmonics in the image solution is accomplished in terms of 

the following integralt 

V' eC" •+ (£>x 
-66 — 06 

where ^ + 

It is evident that any collection of singularities . 

at the origin in the body or at z = 2h will yield identical 

exponential factors at z = h, the undisturbed free surface 

elevation. Thus, if we confine the singularities or images 

to those two locations we obtain simpler expressions in the 

process of satisfying the free surface boundary conditions. 

(21) _L= _L ( 
r* J 



CHAPTER 3 

3.1 Determination of Velocities and Pressure f or Case 1 

Intuitively we expect that the effect of the free 

surface is to modify slightly the Stokes solution for a sphere 

in an infinite medium. The solution to the free surface 

problem should reduce to the Stokes solution as the submer-

gence approaches infinity. Hence, a good s t arting point 

would be to use the terms of the Stokes solution with unspeci-

fied coeff icients. In equations (6 ) and (7) let 

U--x 
. -

where A and 5 are constants yet to be determined. The 

equations now become: 

(22) v= 5 

u -+~(-' + ")(.2.) +5(-' - 3?<2) 
~ ~ r r"l . r 3 r s 

A~ 
~ r3 

A ~ _ 'D 3-x:}-
~ r~ rs 

If we express equations (22) in integral form (refer to 

24 
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•is} 5 

oo OO 

-ur -  j .  (  f  ; - • > - *  ^  , * & \  ; ^ + ^ * k l V  
ZTt J J ' >k. ^ "i>i I e <*" 

(23) 
-©« - OO 

00 po 

b - 1 [ \ i t* A.\ + , 
"F5 ) J i" — AI e  

~ oO - OA 

where ^ - y oc^-v (3* 

It is easily demonstrated by substitution that the 

following more general equations also satisfy the equations 

of motion and continuity. 
DO pO 

U' = -L [ \ f A(«,P>) _ AV.fi) M + kU-nM) +S>W) *X\ 
2TT J J I >u.W * k J 

-oO -OO ' 

" e 0 <wp> 

OO M 

Z/- k.1 

ifew+fbO-klyM 

* e 
ett so 

I 1 

•ur 
£ 

— CfcA - tO 

* e. A<*A(5 

L-nV\ 

-ft, ! S 
J J ^ £(!w^-w>"*v 

* ^ c^ji 
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B,_ . ffTu* > • .  

P " 2nJ J k. c i«Jl(S 
-06 -«0 

Note that A and B' are no longer constants but 

functions of the variables of integration. Also, the coor

dinate z has undergone a translation through a distance nh. 

n = 2 is a reflection or image of the basic solution, n = 0, 

that is located h units above the mean free surface level. 

The motivation for the above generality arises from the neces

sity to introduce images so that the free surface boundary 

conditions can be met. 

Case 1, as explained in the ̂ previous chapter, deals 

with free surface boundary conditions in which the surface 

tension is the dominant term in the normal stress equation. 

The normal stress boundary condition is equation (19)• 

_ pUw . /xUoo 
' T 

For a large Taylor-Saffman parameter, the above equa

tion is approximated byi 

(25) — = O @ 3. = * 
J y-

The tangential stress boundary conditions remain the same as 

before, equations (17) and (18). 

(2S) 4^ + = o 

(27) 4-^- + » o 
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Let u»=ua-*u' , -v = "\rs+ \r' , "ur =vJ*s+ur and substitute 

them into the free surface boundary conditions. 

CO OO 

J_ ( ( f _ Ajv , A/ h + kK^-£- -
(28) 2-ix 3^ J J. \^\ Z/xk? ^ 1^.1 ^uk.* 1^1 1-^.1 

ZjjlIc > 

+ {- a'w>)4. + (> -
L K-zM z^k1- |y2.M 

>-2.^ __ R'fa.jQ CXV-Z-K p/Vyl^ 
^.lO- I3.-ZM \yiUl Z^u-k. * 

: - °  0 5 = u  

(29) M 

» •6 OA 

— eft - etf> 

C«6c+ji^)-kij\ 

2^-* \y\ 'M""~ Z-jLuVel "* 1^.1 ' ~,C 

(30) 

+ {^ *P ly*V- + AV'p) 

f. f H- % 
""** ~00 t (*x+(l^)-lcK-2.M 

AC*, ft) f ̂ -zlQ ̂  e cXoc<JL(i ~ ° @3.= ̂  
Z^clW. 

Equations (28), (29), and (30) must hold for all x and y. 

Therefore, the integrand must be equal to zero in each equa

tion. The exponential term divides out when the integrands 

are set to zero and z = h leavings 
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(3D -A+ Aoc*k_ z.boc'-v A'ox,p>>- Au,p>) =• o 
yu-k yu.k 

(32) <*p>^\ - Z 6>*(i - Aj^jbWpVx 2.1* & &<,«,£>) - o 
^u.k 

(33) .A- o^V\- a*1-- ^ o^e>W) •» o 

Hence A'=A, &'=& and are pure constants, that is, not 

functions of oc and . If we transform equations (24) back 

to the original representation and add to the Stokes 

solution we obtaini 

o l) „  .  *<r%") 
V- r ̂  r** ' v r s r„.5 ' 

where x~£ - %*"+ ̂  

Now, the no slip condition must be satisfied at 

r = a. If we expand the image terms by the binomial 

theorem at r = a and keep only the lower order terms in 

'/h we obtaini 

(37) a = U.+ jrh:(i + ̂ >+̂ +̂ i+ ")+t>('k>""̂ +5h'4'-) =° 

(38) vs^fe+,V"')-36n(-3+ia.v-")= ° 
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, v -vj = — W-L+JL -v .. A -*• A. (- -|2i35oc^(— 
(39) ^Vc\? 'jsK* / zmA As 

•y J— -•».•..) -y k £> = Q 
SiVx5 / 3Z.Va« 

To the order of Vh from equations (38) and (39) it is ap

parent that» A a.*-

If we substitute the above relationship for B into equation 

(37) and solve for A we obtaim 

A = " 3/Z U oo >>•- Cl 

i 

& = - U.a3 

» •+ v3 ( v^) 

These coefficients in the solution imply that the 

free surface conditions are met exactly but the no slip 

requirement is to the order of ̂  . Hence, a second image 

inside the body must be added to improve the no slip 

requirement. It will turn out that this added image will 

violate the free surface boundary conditions but, hopefully, 

the error will be of higher order# 

The proper selection of the second image, located in 

the body, is achieved by a trial and error selection from 

the available spherical harmonics. 

Let 

P--52>E «b.2^0, 
1 3  ( -  5  i  T _ ^  p S  / - Z  J - 3  

then the velocity contributions from the second image are 

( .0)  = +  +  
S 
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( W )  

(42) - I5j£_)+I,2.i£ 

We now add equations (^0), (*4-1), and (^4-2) to (37)# (38), and 

(39) respectively and satisfy the no slip condition to the 
ly , 

order of 'h • The unknown constants C, D, and E are found 

to bes ^ 3 A a? 

D = A 

A&yxW-

c - - 5 A a* 
Z4 

These constants represent higher order corrections 

because of the in the denominator, and hence contribute 

less to the solution at the free surface than the first 

image. However, the procedure can be repeated to correct 

for the violation of the free surface by the addition of 

a third image above the surface. We assume the third image 

to be of the same form as the second image. Then, in 

integral form, (refer to Appendix A) the boundary conditions 

become: 

f \ { k C + -• k D - jfrE + ̂  £ + £ C - ̂ WD 

+ sill** El e(W+^"U>+{ ̂cV^kD'-i^E'+«^ih>E' 

- £•+f c- ̂ ^ * j o 

S=u 
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— If {-k*p,T>- + 
Sit J J I P lO^M- k V" 

-«• - «• 

, T  ^ W i t - a w l .  

+ f^yiU,Me JU(= o 
- W 

—oo - o4 

C(eoc-+p'jv)-kk-2-M 

4 {•^c'-^kP^ E')c- «UAp 1 =° 

k 

C'=-C D' =-D , E.' =-£. 
Hence, » ' 

The solution that satisfies the free surface condi

tions exactly for Case 1 and the no slip condition to the 

order of is» 

_ i_ U»cO r j 3xL 
( i 3*> 1 

4|+i(ti r> r* r*' ^ 

+ _?... u_a' ("fT "V -*-zW i I \_)_<x* (a)1 

"iT7i(i)u  ̂~̂ Ti%r 

, I S \-L a* / a. ̂  r r*" (V2-1̂  1 
+ «TT|(i) W l7f £r- J 



-ir = = _ A Uott r . 2iik. 1 + 2. ^ 

4  I? 1  4  n-fcteV- r* 

+] - il (tf - **£*> ] 

+41 fav-r *v 

'"Kk) ] 

(45) -vr = _4._a^. [*£- + **£^1 + 3. _ULa?_ r*^ 
4 1 -*•!•(£•) ^ r 3 n, * J 4 i + |(y*-*"s 

(46) p = -

, *(-^-2-M -i _ J5_ U^g* r_x y. n 
r 5 J 31 1 •+ 2.^a,\L r? r* J 
* 8 W * 

j. ,3 LL aA /fL\*r -X. 5x-y * , Sxty^)1"! 
3£ l+l(g) j Lr5 r,s ] 

-L ts *(v2^l 
32 TTJ 

®*tv' *• 

3 U^a/A. foe , •% -[ , IS U^cC 

^77^1)17"' c J + *(t)Lr* ri,J " " '+\^r" r-

£ii. \2% - 1 

3.2 The Error at Free Surface for Case 1 

In Case 1 we have neglected the viscous terms in 

the normal stress boundary condition. We shall now examine 

the error in the normal stress boundary condition accrued 

in the process of going from equation (19) to equation (27). 

We substitute from the solution, equations (45) and (46), 

into the neglected terms of equation (19) to ascertain 

their magnitude. 

Uon I ^*UJ" \ 
Normal Stress Error (at z = h) = v~f + — / 

+-^r~( W 0 T )  
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~ / I: <J»Q A -xV\* 

T  ^  l + | S )  J 

We can force the error in the free surface boundary-

condition be of the same order as the error in the no slip 

condition on the body. From equating the errors we establish 

a measure or the Ta.ylor-Saffman parameter for which the 

solution obtained in section J,\ is applicable. For Case 1, 

must be larger than . 

3.3 Forces on the Sphere 

The forces acting on the sphere are determined by 

integration of the stress vector which acts on the surface 

of the sphere over that surface. Lamb (9) on page 59? gives 

the x-component of the stress vector. 

rr~ - -L ( Y ( n-1 + 2.y?+4rV\+?> ^"*3, ̂  \ 
rx f" \^-»v_Z.»A+l e) X (»"*•*•  0(2 ^  J 

The other components are obtained from the above by cyclical 

changes of symbols. As a result of the orthogonality 

properties of the spherical harmonics when the stress is 

integrated over the surface of the sphere, there is a large 

reduction in the number of terms that contribute to drag. 

Happel and Brenner (7) have given the following reduced 

formulas for force and torque on the Sphere. 



3^ 

(U-7) F = ( % = -4wV(rJp.l) 

s 

(48) T - j" r x crr <^5 = - 8tv ̂ 7 (r*X-_J 

s 

If we substitute the solution from section 3»1 "the 

force and torque on the sphere ares 

(Z4.9 ) P _ 6TT/XQ.UOO A 

I -V | 

«50) 

a W 

The stationary sphere experiences a drag force 

and no other forces as well as a torque which tends to ro

tate the fixed body. Note that the image terms above the 

free surface do not contribute to the drag or the torque. 

This last result is expected since singularities only 

within the volume of integration contribute to the value 

of the integral. 

Equations (^9) and (50) are correct to the order 

of If further images are added they would modify 

the drag in the following manner. 

Co TT 
D = 



CHAPTER 4 

4.1 Determination of Velocities and Pressure for Case 2 

In Case 2 we deal with motion in highly viscous 

fluids where the effect of surface tension may be neglected 

in comparison to the viscous stress at the free surface. 

As in Case 1, equations (22) form the starting 

point for the solution. However, it is more convenient 

to take the first image above the free surface as follows! 

( 5 1 )  u = ^ [ &' (« , i?>v5p+ Km _ AW^ i+k iy i -wn  
- - c o  ^  2 / A k  

e A**t> 

(52) "vr'= \ I tr I - AV,I««(Wi-»W\>-zM)1 e .Wfb 
,iJ-„ z^k-5 

aO 

( 5 3 )  w  =  —  
2lt 

I - ̂ 51 crzV>i- ycV,f>)\ 

t £OCX + - k\^-2.Vv\ 
*<=- cUci(5 

/ \ - 1 f f ; r/ / i.(o<x-v{i><V>-V^K-2.M 

P 2TT J J -j— Afa.fO e 

©O 00 

35 
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An additional term which has a coefficient has been 

introduced. Three arbitrary constants are allowed, since 

there are three independent boundary equations. Again, it 

is readily verified that equations (51), (52), (53) and (5*0 

satisfy the equations of motion and continuity. 

Let la - Us -+ u/ 

-\_r - -v -vj' 

njJ" = -vju*s -*• -ur ' 

and substitute them into the free surface boundary conditions 

for Case 2 where the surface tension is negligible. 

= o 

3u 5 -u_r _ ^ v 
+ - o @ > * * 

~~Y Z^"TT " ° 

This leads to the following simultaneous equations in terms 

of the three unknowns, A(«,£),BCe^C^ji). 

z 5Kfb)u- A V . f i ) A ' f r . f t )  + C'c^(i)f k+ l̂ = ZBo(z+ —— 
^u. L k J s*-

2 B'u,pO«p>- C(o<,p)*£ = Z0>ot6- Ah. 0^6 
/"-k k >^k 1 

~Z LcyA-kBV,^ +  *-ochA' ( o i , j b ) =  Z i . o y x k .B - LaW A 

or that 
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/\'(*,(*>) - /\ - ZkhA-* E> 

=  3 > B + 2 - k h B -  Ah2-_ AW 
k/> 

C'c«,p>) = - 4k& •*• z AV\ 

We substitute these values back into equations (5*)» (52) 

and (53)• The integrals then can be evaluated with the 

aid of the table of integrals in Apcendix A. 

oo feO 

2.TT 
- C* — oo 

u' = r- I 1 / A _ Ao<1 (i + k.l>-^l)-Z>\/X+4k.B +A^hfi-t-
/Alc 2>Ak3 ^ yU ^k*v 

klyzhl) - I +k.H- 3B_oil -V zWB 

- s^A - «!h A - 4- !<- B 3  ̂. 2 AW 1 
/*k.* l^.-2.hl ) ci<xo.(3 

•O 00 

\r - — [ f / - sifei^A- siHLhA ^Tt J j l  ̂  ̂̂  ^2. 
- 04 -M 

- Attft ( I -fkU-2hl) + Aho<P>(\ 4-k|-V"2.hl) 
^k* 

-2.«6 a,. . 
k 

. 00 o» 

fi-BO-W>-^l)]ew '^7 

•«' = '  
iTr ] 1 | 3 ioi 0> -*• 2- Co<kV\ B - UAK* Vz^ 

— ©£ 00 

- i <*• A Va ^.-2.U _ A (•?.-zV)  lc<V\ A (~x.— 2.U\ 
/**- lyz-M Z^ck /*• 
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M 0O 

?' = ^ {-ipA + Z0«ViA-4u^kB'je Ao^dp, 

- ed -M 

(55) u' = T~(tt + —*) - — ( — - W-s-zM 
r* H*' /A V r*> r»s / > 

+ B(^- ̂ J+ztrMC-2̂  +'^#))B 
*• * n»- Hf-

.,,. V ̂ A 2j. + _ 3Ja_ _3QB 
(56) 2/x ,-a r^s r^s r^7 

V =. A, - 3 AttViCy^X-fr-vO ^ 3g>%CyA) 
(57) ^ H,3 y"- r„5 r*s 

-zBC>-^(-p| - Lizi^lhT) 
* * >4*. 

(58) 
,= A* _ _2UlB(2* _ 'S-xC-y-zV.)*-) 
" r» r* ^ v r « r7 

In the region occupied "by the fluid, 1-^- has been 

taken to be-O^-V) since-*^2.l\ always. The next step is 

to expand the above expressions in a binomial series at 

the surface of the sphere. A and B are evaluated so as 

to meet the no slip conditions. 

(59) u= U..+ -jb(it? + 
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•* - &&•* + ks-)~ 3Blt,Jr( V • • •) * (60) ~ Z/a. dV-o? &V? 

(6D ̂ = 

-iE,*>(-h •*•••) =° 

To the order '/^ we obtain from equations (60) and (6l)t 

B = A <x x 

If we substitute the expression forB back into (59) and 

solve for A we obtains 
A - " i 

I + 2- (£) 

e> = - ir 
l + ZL(-) 

The no slip conditions are met to the order of ̂  and the 

free surface conditions are met exactly. The superposition 

of another image, as in Case 1, inside the body improves the 

no slip approximation. It is evident from the binomial 

expansions that the next image should take the same form as 

in Case 1. 

(62) a».__c^+D(^ 

(6,) v - ->5D^- + IL ^ 



1*0 

•w" = ̂ +D (Z*r - ,-5̂ ) + 
r» \ rs r7 

3 1 ¥ 2. r £ 

We add these equations to (59)» (60) and (61). Then 

we meet the no slip requirement to the order of !/£*• . The 

coefficients obtained in this manner arei 

r - 5 a? A 

D = "aSA 

E_ = - 5c«>A 
IZ 

The new image in the body represented by C^D and E. 

violates the free surface conditions, but, clearly, to a 

lesser degree than the accepted error. It may be corrected 

for if desired by repeating the image process. 

In summary, the solution for negligible surface 

tension is, to the order of (S-ji 

u, = U - £LUi_ r j_ + jxl + J_ + jxl 1 

(64) ~ 1+ i(-s) r r r» r* J 

jc LL a? [" i J _ 30C*- 1 

r *  ^  r - S j  

+ [(y^ 3x^(y^] , iu»^ f 
I - i r ; *  r s  - J  i  +  ^  v -

ikvvj * * UAM 

My-WyM . I S-^Cy-WKy *>0 1 + lof rs U,c> -A. 
r/ J UJ|+|(£)r« 

-V + la.V-k^ r 3, I S-x\.1 

W l + J[i) r1 l + 2 L ̂  r J 
KeU/ HAV 



-vr = - l-Uo^g 

( 6 5 )  ' + & ( f t ) L 7 ?  ^ J  1  +  ̂ )  

+ ̂ UoqQ? [ 2^ + 2^*1 - 1 U.<£ o^-y 
l̂ £tt)L7r r*sJ u i+Ufrfr^ 

,S^L + (Szfjlhk^L-. ̂ -v 

(66) -ur = U"a r^v^l 1 ^Uftoha 

i •+ - (sA »- r * r 3 J i -v r 5 
i (o\hl * MAM * 

, \ r ot'V j *X ("XrW) 1 /a. \x ^z. oc 

TTm^LF^ "n5" J 1l^TTT7i) F5 
ttAVt' * 1 K.U J 

-V 
I 

i<Av\f • •* • it.(jr) 

ia l-L*-"* r 3odyW) _ \ S ocOyKXy-z-VQ "[ 

+ fJ&)L ^S V -1 

( a'l1 P 3oc _ _l_bx^>"| _ /aX1 Ko M*>Q.*" Q<^. 

^ i-v^/sAL rs r*7 J W rs 

KAw'1" -j^^J 

p =iLi^r* + + 

l+jU*)Lr r*'J 1 + n.(r) r»s IC.VU 

, ̂ UoocO r 3oc _ is* ty^~ "1 

4.2 Error at the Free Surface 

The error made by neglect of surface tension in 

the free surface normal stress equation can easily be 

evaluated by the insertion of the solution, equation (66), 

into the right hand side of equation (20). The error is 
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on the order of 1ft cxW* -x. T 1 §l£LL 
•+ ~~ VV1-

U ol" 
Hence, T may be on the order of or smaller and the 

2.4-h 
solution is correct to the same order as the no slip condi

tions. The above conclusion is obtained by equating the 

error in the no slip conditions to that from neglect of 

surface tension. 

4.3 Forces on the Sphere 

The forces on the shpere are again obtained by 

integration of the stress over the surface of the body. 

F - - 4-tt V ( r"1 

(68 )  

F - 6>TT/xaU^ ^ 

Similarly, there is a torque on the body. 

( 6 9 )  T  =  -&vcV 

~f - / a.\*- a1- LJ«o * 
-  4 U J  »  +  



CHAPTER 5 

5,1 Conclusions 

The free surface diminishes the viscous and pressure 

drags on a sphere in slow,viscous flow as compared to the 

Stokes problem in an infinite medium. This is intuitively 

satisfying, in that, if a sphere is translating parallel 

to a free surface, less energy is dissipated in the fluid 

than in the case where there is no free surface. Inertial 

effects or wave motion have been neglected sc that a direct 

comparison with inviscid theory is not relevant. The 

velocities, pressure, drag and torque all reduce to the well 

known Stokes solution as the submergence is increased. 

There is no lift or side force on the sphere. The direction 

of the torque is to rotate the sphere clockwise when the 

flow is from left to right. 

In Figure 3 a comparison of the drag as a function 

of the proximity ratio, £ , is made for four different 
h 

solutions. The top curve is for a sphere in a free stream, 

midway between two walls. The second curve is for a sphere 

in the neighborhood of a single wall, and the last two 

curves are the results obtained in this dissertation for a 

sphere in a free stream, near a free surface. The walls 

increase drag because of higher shear stress at the wall 

than in the fluid with the wall absent. 

i 



Happel and Brenner (7), page 327, give the two 

following drag formulas which were originally derived by 

Faxen. Drag on a sphere in a free stream near a single wall 

D -

Drag on a sphere in a free stream midway between two walls 

^ (& TT cl U 06 

In summary, the results of the present study show 

the drag on a sphere in a free stream, near a free surface 

for Case 1 (the surface tension is dominant) to bet 

|*̂  _ Co TV̂ U- Q. U 00 

For Case 3 (surface tension is negligible) the result is: 

D = d°TV"- cx U. 

From Figure 3 it is observed that surface tension 
is a relatively minor effect. However, it does tend to 

increase the viscous drag. Case 1, where the surface 

tension is assumed to be dominant, turns out to be mathe

matically equivalent to the assumption of a "wall" that 

allows slip; normal velocity is zero and the tangential 

stresses are zero. Another interesting observation from 

Figure 3 is that it is possible to find a location for a 

sphere between a free surface and a wall such that the 

drag will be identical to the drag of a sphere in an 
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infinite fluid. In this regard a word of caution must be 

added, that although solutions for the drag cannot be 

superposed to solve for new situations but qualitative 

deductions may be made* 

Case 1 and Case 2 form the boundaries in Figure 3 

for the entire range of surface tension coefficients or 

Taylor-Saffman parameters varying from O to 00 , Hence, 

within these narrow boundaries all cases of interest are 

covered. Surface tension does not appear to be a very 

important parameter in bodies sufficiently submerged. 

5.2 Recommendations for Future Work 

The calculation of higher order terms in the present 

solution is a laborious task which will yield little benefit 

at this time. The following tasks seem to offer better 

opportunities for original contributions. 

1. An experimental verification of the drag and torque 

formulas obtained in this dissertation. 

2. An extension of the analysis to a Oseen type of lin

earization of the equations of motion. 

3. A natural extension of the present dissertation is to 

study the translation of a general class of bodies in slow, 

viscous flow beneath a free surface. 

4. The unsteady motion of a sphere beneath a free surface 

can also be handled by the method of images. 

5. A numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for 



a sphere translating in the vicinity of a free surface 

would be valuable in tying together some of the inviscid 

and viscous hydrodynamic theory. 
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This is a transformation introduced by Kavelock 

circa 1925. The following proof of it is due to Bot-

taccini (1). ^ 

Let Xi = ( ^ ^ 

-tf 
C© 

substitute "A - e. 

I. = - L £ e-

Expand into two series in and I ̂ vc*) and 

integrate term by termi 
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I, = Z" J, tK-^5'*'] 

Hence the integral becomes 

7 = AR. 

O 

which is well known, Lamb (9)» page 138 

-L - t 

r * (xs^+y)"-
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The following three integrals were derived by 

Paxen (4) from A.l . 
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The succeeding integrals are derived from one of the above 

by differentiation with respect to one of the constant 

parameters, xf y, or z. 
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APPENDIX B 

THE EXACT FREE SURFACE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

Where the surface is given as + ̂ the 

unit normal isi 

For verification refer to any text on advanced calculus 

such as Hildebrand, F. B«, Advanced Calculus for Appli

cations. Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1962, 

page 323. 

We maintain one axis of the tangent plane co

ordinate system in the x,z plane as shown in Figured: 

A 

V « -

Figure k Coordinates 
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SLrx e = CO-, e a y | -

ult = unit vector in tangent plane 

» VlHigf t • g C 

A A A. 

The third unit vector is obtained by *-*-Tt.= n 

/'n&r+c^r 

Normal stress condition 

)  -  t  u  - o  

Tangential stress conditions 

( - P =  °  

* - ( - t + b r - 5 f ) 7 %  v >  - ( . & ) *  = o  

Where "^-s "^(•x.njis as unknown function to be determined 

with the aid of the kinematic relationship ——r- = O 
ID"t 

All the terms in these equations are evaluated at the 

free surface • When the assumption of long waves 

or t?t «\ is made these equations reduce to 

(36), (17) and (18) in Chapter II. 
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